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Abstract. In terms of program verification data-flow analysis (DFA) is
commonly understood as the computation of the strongest postcondition
for every program point with respect to a precondition which is assured
to be valid at the entry of the program. Here, we consider DFA under
the dual weakest precondition view of program verification. Based on
this view we develop an approach for demand-driven DFA of explicitly
parallel programs, which we exemplify for the large and practically most
important class of bitvector problems. This approach can directly be used
for the construction of online debugging tools. Moreover, it is tailored
for parallelization. For bitvector problems, this allows us to compute the
information provided by conventional, strongest postcondition-centered
DFA at the costs of answering a data-flow query, which are usually much
smaller. In practice, this can lead to a remarkable speed-up of analysing
and optimizing explicitly parallel programs.

1 Motivation

Intuitively, the essence of data-flow analysis (DFA) is to determine run-time
properties of a program without actually executing it, i.e., at compile-time. In
its conventional peculiarity, DFA means to compute for every program point the
most precise, i.e., the “largest” data-flow fact which can be guaranteed under the
assumption that a specific data-flow fact is valid at the entry of the program. In
terms of program verification (cf. [1]), this corresponds to a strongest postcon-
dition approach: Compute for every program point the strongest postcondition
with respect to a precondition assured to be valid at the entry of the program.

In this article we consider DFA under the dual, weakest precondition view of
program verification, i.e., under the view of asking for the weakest precondition,
which must be valid at the entry of the program in order to guarantee the validity
of a specific “requested” postcondition at a certain program point of interest. In
terms of DFA this means to compute the “smallest” data-flow fact which has to
be valid at the entry of the program in order to guarantee the validity of the
“requested” data-flow fact at the program point of interest.

This dual view of DFA, which has its paragon in program verification, is ac-
tually the conceptual and theoretical backbone of approaches for demand-driven
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(DD) DFA. Originally, such approaches have been proposed for the interproce-
dural analysis of sequential programs, in particular aiming at the construction
of online debugging tools (cf. [3, 7, 16]), but were also successfully applied to
other fields (cf. [4, 17]).
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Fig. 1. Demand-drivenly, only small portions of the program need to be inves-
tigated.

In this article we apply this approach to the analysis of explicitly parallel
programs with shared memory and interleaving semantics. The central benefit
of this approach, which leads to the efficiency gain in practice, is illustrated in
Figure 1 using the availability of terms, a classical DFA-problem (cf. [6]), for
illustration. Intuitively, a term is available at a program point, if it has been
computed on every program path reaching this point without a succeeding mod-
ification of any of its operands. Using the conventional approach to DFA, the
program of Figure 1 must completely be investigated in order to detect the avail-
ability and the inavailability of the terms a+b and c+b at the destination nodes
of the edges 64 and 32, respectively. In contrast, our DD-approach has only to
consider small portions of the complete program in order to answer these two
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data-flow queries. Though generally DD-approaches have the same worst-case
time complexity as their conventional counterparts, in practice they are usually
much more efficient (cf. [5]). Additionally, unlike its conventional counterpart,
the DD-approach we are going to propose here can immediately be parallelized:
Different data-flow queries can concurrently be processed. Obviously, this is tai-
lored for a setting offering parallel processes on shared memory because the
processes can easily share the answers to data-flow queries computed by other
processes, which leads to a further speed-up of the analysis. Additionally, for
unidirectional bitvector analyses (cf. [6]), the class of DFAs the framework of
[15] is designed for, this approach can directly be used to mimic conventional
DFA, for which it is characteristic to decide the DFA-property of interest for
every program point. In our approach, this is achieved by answering the corre-
sponding DFA-queries for all program points in parallel. In fact, this yields the
information delivered by conventional DFA at the costs of answering a data-flow
query, which are usually much smaller. This is important as subsequent program
optimizations usually rely on the “full” information.

2 Background: DD-DFA in the Sequential Setting

In DFA programs are commonly represented by flow graphs G = (N, E, s, e) with
node set N , edge set E, and a unique start node s and end node e, which are
assumed to have no incoming and outgoing edges, respectively. Here, we assume
that edges represent the statements and the nondeterministic control flow of the
underlying program, while nodes represent program points. We denote the sets
of immediate predecessors and successors of a node n by pred(n) and succ(n),
and the set of all finite paths from a node m to a node n by P[m, n].

In order to decide some (aspect of a) run-time property by a DFA, one
usually replaces the “full” semantics of the program by a simpler, more abstract
version (cf. [2]), which is tailored for the problem under consideration. Usually,
the abstract semantics is given by a semantic functional [[ ]] : E → (C →C), which
gives abstract meaning to the elementary statements of a program in terms of
a transformation on a complete lattice C with least element ⊥ and greatest
element >. The elements of C represent the data-flow facts of interest. Without
loss of generality we assume that > ∈ C represents “unsatisfiable (inconsistent)”
data-flow information, and is invariant under all semantic functions.

Conventional DFA: Strongest Postcondition View. Conventionally, DFA
aims at computing for every program point the strongest postcondition with
respect to a precondition cs ∈ C\{>} assured to be valid at s. Formally, this is
expressed by the meet-over-all-paths (MOP ) approach, which induces the MOP -
solution (cf. [9]). Note that [[ p ]] denotes the straightforward extension of [[ ]]
to paths, i.e., [[ p ]], p = 〈e1, . . . , eq〉, equals the identity IdC on C, if q < 1, and
[[ 〈e2, . . . , eq〉 ]] ◦ [[ e1 ]], otherwise.

The MOP -Solution: The Strongest Postcondition

∀ cs ∈ C ∀n ∈ N. MOP([[ ]],cs)(n)=df u{ [[ p ]](cs) | p ∈ P[s, n] }
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Demand-Driven DFA: Weakest Precondition View. Fundamental for the
dual, weakest precondition view of DFA is the notion of the reversed semantic
functional [[ ]]R : E → (C →C). It is induced by [[ ]], and defined as follows:

∀ e ∈ E ∀ c ∈ C. [[ e ]]R(c)=df u{ c′ | [[ e ]](c′) w c }.
Intuitively, the reversed function [[ e ]]R, e ∈ E, maps a data-flow fact c ∈ C,

which plays here the role of a postcondition, to the least data-flow fact, which
is sufficient to guarantee the validity of c after executing e. We have (cf. [8]):

Proposition 1. For all edges e ∈ E we have: (1) [[ e ]]R is well-defined and
monotonic. (2) If [[ e ]] is distributive, then [[ e ]]R is additive.

Like their counterparts also the reversed functions can easily be extended to
capture finite paths. [[ p ]]R, p = 〈e1, . . . , eq〉, equals the identity IdC on C, if q < 1,
and [[ 〈e1, . . . , eq−1〉 ]]R ◦ [[ eq ]]R, otherwise. Note that this means a “backward”
traversal of p as expected when dealing with weakest preconditions.

In order to complete the presentation of the weakest precondition view of
DFA we introduce the following simple extension of G, which simplifies the for-
mal development. If q ∈ N is the program point of interest, i.e., the query node,
we assume that G is extended by a copy q of q having the same predecessors
as q, but no successors. Obviously, the MOP -solutions for q in G and for q in
the extended program coincide; a fact, which is important for the correctness of
considering the extended program. Denoting the data-flow query by cq, where
the index implicitly fixes the query node, the straightforward reversal of the
MOP -approach leads from the strongest postcondition view to its dual weakest
precondition view. Besides reversing the analysis direction, the duality also re-
quires to consider the dual lattice operation of joining data-flow facts. The dual
analogue of the meet-over-all-paths approach is thus the reversed-join-over-all-
paths (R-JOP ) approach. Intuitively, the solution of the R-JOP -approach at a
program point is the join of all data-flow facts required by some program con-
tinuation reaching q in order to assure cq at q (and q).

The R-JOP -Solution: The Weakest Precondition

∀ cq ∈ C ∀n ∈ N. R-JOP([[ ]],cq)(n)=df

⊔
{ [[ p ]]R(cq) | p ∈ P[n,q] }

The Connecting Link. The following theorem establishes the link between
the strongest postcondition and the weakest preconditon view of DFA. If the
semantic functions [[ e ]], e ∈ E, are all distributive (as it will be the case in
Section 4!), the MOP -solution and the R-JOP -solution are equally informative.

Theorem 1 (Link Theorem).
Let all functions [[ e ]], e ∈ E, be distributive. Then for every pair of a node q ∈ N
and its copy q, and for every pair of data-flow facts cs, cq ∈ C we have:

MOP([[ ]],cs)(q) w cq ⇐⇒ R-JOP([[ ]],cq)(s) v cs

In particular, we have: (1) R-JOP([[ ]],MOP([[ ]],cs)(q))
(s) v cs and

(2) MOP([[ ]],R-JOP([[ ]],cq)(s))(q)= MOP([[ ]],R-JOP([[ ]],cq)(s))(q) w cq
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Computing Strongest Postconditions and Weakest Preconditions. The
MOP -solution and the R-JOP -solution are both specificational in nature. They
generally do not induce an effective computation procedure. In practice, this
is taken care of by complementing each approach with a fixed-point approach.
These are based on the following two equation systems, which impose consistency
constraints on an annotation of the program with data-flow facts, where ass and
req-ass remind to “assertion” and “required assertion,” respectively.

Equation System 1 (MaxFP -Approach: The MOP -Counterpart).

ass(n)=
{

cs if n = su{ [[ (m, n) ]](ass(m)) |m ∈ pred(n) } otherwise

Equation System 2 (R-MinFP -Approach: The R-JOP -Counterpart).

req-ass(n)=
{

cq if n = q⊔ { [[ (n, m) ]]R(req-ass(m)) |m ∈ succ(n) } otherwise

Denoting the greatest solution of Equation System 1 with respect to the
start assertion cs ∈ C by asscs , and the least solution of Equation System 2
with respect to the data-flow query cq at q by req-asscq

, the solutions of the
MaxFP -approach and the R-MinFP -approach are defined as follows:

The MaxFP -Solution: ∀ cs ∈ C ∀n ∈ N. MaxFP([[ ]],cs)(n)=df asscs(n)

The R-MinFP -Solution: ∀cq ∈ C ∀n ∈ N. R-MinFP([[ ]],cq)(n)=df req-asscq
(n)

Both fixed-point solutions can effectively be computed, when the semantic
functions are monotonic and the lattice is free of infinite chains. Moreover, they
coincide with their pathwise defined counterparts, when the semantic functions
are distributive, which implies additivity of their reversed counterparts. We have:

Theorem 2 (Coincidence Theorem).
The MaxFP -solution and the MOP -solution coincide, i.e., ∀ cs ∈ C ∀n ∈ N.
MaxFP ([[ ]],cs)(n)=MOP ([[ ]],cs)(n), if the semantic functions [[ e ]], e ∈ E, are all
distributive.

Theorem 3 (Reversed Coincidence Theorem).
The R-MinFP -solution and the R-JOP -solution coincide, i.e., ∀ cq ∈ C ∀n ∈
N. R-MinFP ([[ ]],cq)(n)= R-JOP ([[ ]],cq)(n), if the semantic functions [[ e ]], e ∈ E,
are all distributive.

Hence, for distributive semantic functions the R-MinFP -solution and the
R-JOP -solution coincide. Together with the Link Theorem 1, this means that
the R-MinFP -solution is equally informative as the MOP -solution. Moreover,
in the absence of infinite chains it can effectively be computed by an iterative
process. This is central for demand-driven DFA, however, its idea goes a step
further: It stops the computation as early as possible, i.e., as soon as the validity
or invalidity of the data-flow query under consideration is detected. Reduced to
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a slogan, demand-driven (DD) DFA can thus be considered the “sum of com-
puting weakest preconditions and early termination.” The following algorithm
realizes this concept of DD-DFA for sequential programs. After its termination
the variable answerToQuery stores the answer to the data-flow query under con-
sideration, i.e., whether cq holds at node q. In Section 4 we will show how to
extend this approach to explicitly parallel programs.

( Prologue: Initialization of the annotation array reqAss and the variable workset )
FORALL n ∈ N\{q} DO reqAss[n] := ⊥ OD;
reqAss[q] := cq; workset := {q };

(Main process: Iterative fixed-point computation )
WHILE workset 6= ∅ DO

LET m ∈ workset
BEGIN

workset := workset \{m };
( Update the predecessor-environment of node m )
FORALL n ∈ pred(m) DO

join := [[ (n, m) ]]R(reqAss[m]) t reqAss[n];
IF join => ∨ (n = s ∧ join 6v cs)

THEN ( Query failed!)
reqAss[s] := join; ( Indicate Failure)
goto 99 ( Stop Computation)

ELSIF reqAss[n] @ join
THEN reqAss[n] := join;

workset := workset ∪ {n } FI OD END OD;

( Epilogue )
99 : answerToQuery := (reqAss[s] v cs).

3 The Parallel Setting

In this section we sketch our parallel setup, which has been presented in detail
in [15]. We consider parallel imperative programs with shared memory and in-
terleaving semantics. Parallelism is syntactically expressed by means of a par
statement. As usual, we assume that there are neither jumps leading into a com-
ponent of a parallel statement from outside nor vice versa. As shown in Figure 1,
we represent a parallel program by an edge-labelled parallel flow-graph G with
node set N and edge set E having a unique start node s and end node e without
incoming and outgoing edges, respectively.

Additionally, IntPred(n) ⊆ E, n ∈ N , denotes the set of so-called interleaving
predecessors of a node n, i.e., the set of edges whose execution can be interleaved
with the execution of the statements of n’s incoming edge(s) (cf. [15]). A parallel
program path is an edge sequence corresponding to an interleaving sequence of
G. By PP[m, n], m, n ∈ N , we denote the set of all finite parallel program paths
from m to n.
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4 Demand-Driven DFA in the Parallel Setting

As in [15] we concentrate on unidirectional bitvector (UBV) problems. The most
prominent representatives of this class are the availability and very busyness of
terms, reaching definitions, and live variables (cf. [6]).

UBV-problems are characterized by the simplicity of the semantic functional
[[ ]] : E → (BX →BX) defining the abstract program semantics. It specifies the
effect of an edge e on a particular component of the bitvector, where BX is the
lattice ({ff , tt , failure},u,v) of Boolean truth values with ff v tt v failure and
the logical “and” as meet operation u (or its dual counterpart). The element
failure plays here the role of the top element representing unsatisfiable data-flow
information. Hence, for each edge e, the function [[ e ]] is an element of the set
of functions {CstX

tt ,CstX
ff , IdBX}, where IdBX denotes the identity on BX , and

CstX
tt and CstX

ff the extensions of the constant functions Cst tt and Cstff from B
to BX leaving the argument failure invariant.

The reversed counterparts R-CstX
tt , R-CstX

ff , and R-IdBX of these functions,
and hence the reversed semantic functions [[ e ]]R, e ∈ E, are defined as follows:

∀ b ∈ BX . R-CstX
tt (b) =df

{
ff if b ∈ B
failure otherwise (i.e., if b = failure)

∀ b ∈ BX . R-CstX
ff (b) =df

{
ff if b =ff
failure otherwise

R-IdBX =df IdBX

Note that all the functions CstX
tt , CstX

ff , and IdBX are distributive. Hence,
the reversed functions are additive (cf. Proposition 1(2)).

The MOP -approach and the R-JOP -approach of the sequential setting can
now straightforwardly be transferred to the parallel setting. Instead of sequen-
tial program paths we are now considering parallel program paths representing
interleaving sequences of the parallel program. We define:

The PMOPUBV -Solution: Strongest Postcondition

∀ b0 ∈ BX ∀n ∈ N. PMOP([[ ]],b0)(n)(b0)=u{ [[ p ]](b0) | p ∈ PP[s, n] }

The R-PJOP UBV -Solution: Weakest Precondition

∀ b0 ∈ BX ∀n ∈ N. R-JOP([[ ]],b0)(n)=df

⊔
{ [[ p ]]R(b0) | p ∈ PP[n,q] }

Note that actually tt is the only interesting, i.e., non-trivial data-flow query
for UBV-problems. In fact, ff is always a valid assertion, while failure is never.

Like their sequential counterparts, the PMOP UBV -solution and the
R-PJOP UBV -solution are specificational in nature. They do not induce an effec-
tive computation procedure. In [15], however, it has been shown, how to compute
for UBV-problems the parallel version of the MOP -solution by means of a fixed-
point process in a fashion similar to the sequential setting. Basically, this is a
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two-step approach. First, the effect of parallel statements is computed by means
of an hierarchical process considering innermost parallel statements first and
propagating information computed about them to their enclosing parallel state-
ments. Subsequently, these results are used for computing the parallel version of
the MFP -solution. This can be done almost as in the sequential case since in this
phase parallel statements can be considered like elementary ones. The complete
process resembles the one of interprocedural DFA of sequential programs, where
first the effect functions of procedures are computed, which subsequently are
used for computing the interprocedural version of the MFP -solution (cf. [10]).

Important for the success of the complete approach is the restriction to UBV-
problems. For this problem class the effects of interference and synchronization
between parallel components can be computed without consideration of any
interleaving (cf. [15]). The point is that for UBV-problems the effect of each
interleaving sequence is determined by a single statement (cf. [15]). In fact, this
is also the key for the successful transfer of the DD-approach from the sequential
to the parallel setting. In addition, the two steps of the conventional approach
are fused together in the DD-approach. Since in sequential program parts the
algorithm works as its sequential counterpart of Section 2, we here consider only
the treatment of parallel program parts in more detail focusing on how to capture
interference and synchronization. The complete DD-algorithm is given in [13].

Interference. In a parallel program part, the DD-algorithm checks first the
existence of a “bad guy.” This is an interleaving predecessor destroying the
property under consideration, i.e., an edge e with [[ e ]] = CstX

ff . If a bad guy
exists, the data-flow query can definitely be answered with ff , and the analysis
stops. This check is realized by means of the function Interference. We remark
that every edge is investigated at most once for being a bad guy.

FUNCTION Interference (m ∈ N ) : B;
BEGIN

IF IntPred(m) ∩ badGuys 6= ∅
THEN ( Failure of the data-flow query because of a bad guy!)

return(tt)
ELSE

WHILE edgesToBeChecked ∩ IntPred(m) 6= ∅ DO
LET e ∈ edgesToBeChecked ∩ IntPred(m)

BEGIN
edgesToBeChecked := edgesToBeChecked \{ e };
IF [[ e ]] = Cstff

THEN
badGuys := badGuys ∪ { e }; return(tt) FI END OD;

return(ff ) FI
END;

Synchronization. In the DD-approach synchronization of the parallel com-
ponents of a parallel statement takes place when a data-flow query reaches a
start node of a parallel component. This actually implies the absence of bad
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guys, which has been checked earlier. Synchronization reduces thus to checking
whether some of the parallel siblings guarantee the data-flow query (i.e., there
is a sibling whose start node carries the annotation ff ), otherwise, the data-flow
query has to be propagated across the parallel statement. This is realized by
the procedure Synchronization, where pfg , GC , and start denote functions, which
yield the smallest parallel statement containing a node m, the set of all compo-
nent graphs of a parallel statement, and the start node of a graph, respectively.

PROCEDURE Synchronization (m ∈ N );
BEGIN

IF ∀n ∈ start(GC(pfg(m))). reqAss[n] = tt
THEN IF reqAss[start(pfg(m))] @ tt

THEN reqAss[start(pfg(m))] := tt ;
workset := workset ∪ { start(pfg(m)) } FI FI

END;

The following point is worth to be noted. Unless the data-flow query under
consideration fails, in the sequential setting the workset must always completely
be processed. In the parallel setting, however, even in the opposite case parts of
the workset can sometimes be skipped because of synchronization. If a compo-
nent of a parallel statement is detected to guarantee the data-flow query under
consideration (which implies the absence of destructive interference), nodes of its
immediate parallel siblings need not to be investigated as synchronization guar-
antees that the effect of the component carries over to the effect of the enclosing
parallel statement. This is discussed in more detail in [13].

5 Typical Applications

The application spectrum of our approach to DD-DFA of explicitly parallel pro-
grams is the same as the one of any DD-approach to program analysis. As pointed
out in [5] this includes: (1) Interactive tools in order to handle user queries, as
e.g., online debugging tools. (2) Selective optimizers focusing e.g. on specific pro-
gram parts like loops having selective data-flow requirements. (3) Incremental
tools selectively updating data-flow information after incremental program mod-
ifications. Thus, our approach is quite appropriate for a broad variety of tools
supporting the design, analysis, and optimization of explicitly parallel programs.

6 Conclusions

In this article we complemented the conventional, strongest postcondition-cen-
tered approach to DFA of explicitly parallel programs of [15] with a demand-
driven, weakest precondition-centered approach. Most importantly, this approach
is tailored for parallelization, and allows us to mimic conventional DFA at the
costs of answering a data-flow query, which are usually much smaller. This can
directly be used to improve the performance of bitvector-based optimizations
of explicitly parallel programs like code motion [14] and partial dead-code elim-
ination [11]. However, our approach is not limited to this setting. In a similar
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fashion it can be extended e.g. to the constant-propagation optimization pro-
posed in [12].
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